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ioore rallies at Pacific Chapel damaged
[Staff Writer

Academy Award winng documentary filmaker Michael Moore gave
power packed, lengthy
ipeech to a crowd of over
1,000 at the Alex G. Spanos
enter on Oct. 22.
The event
attracted
large group of Pacific
indents, members of the
tockton community and
eople from outside San
oaquin County.
The Pacific stop, prented by the Associated
'tudents of the University
if the Pacific, the Stockton
'eace and Justice Network
nd the Stockton Arts Comssion, was one of 39 in 23
ays for the accomplished
lmmaker and book writer.
Moore started the eveg off with a press conerence at 6:30 p.m. in the
ewly renovated Pacific
heater.
"Stockton is not unfamil
iar with tragedy," Moore
xplained before the main
vent, while speaking to
embers of the local and
acramento-area press.
He spoke briefly of the
989 Cleveland Elementary
chool shooting when gunan Patrick Purdy walked
n campus and opened
ire on students and teachrs. Purdy killed five and
njured 30 before turning
he gun on himself. Moore
olemnly addressed the
tockton occurance before
laborating on the probems with gun control in
merica.
"You put your family in
anger when you have a

spread to other rooms, it
did cause smoke damage to
Co-News Editor
the office of the University's
chaplain,
which is directly
On Sunday, Oct. 25, 2003
above
the
Kirbride
Room.
a disaster hit us right on the
The
1920s
sanctuary
wasPacific.
A
fire
dam
heart of
aged a meeting room in Col- spared, and three weddings
liver Hall, in the south wing took place that Sunday
of Morris Chapel. No one despite the damages that
was injured, but Stockton occurred. The chapel is one
fire officials estimated that of Stockton's most popular
the blaze caused $175,000 in locations for nuptials, and
some 200 weddings are held
damage.
The fire began about 8:30 there every year.
"It is upsetting to hear
a.m. in the Kirkbride Room
what
happened because my
on the first floor of Colliver
mother
got married in the
Hall. University police and
chapel,
so
to me it carries
the Stockton Fire Depart
such
sentimental
value,"
ment responded, and fire
Louise
Dunn
said.
fighters contained the blaze
"We are trying to handle
in less than 10 minuets.
the
situation in a compas
Fire officials said that the
sionate
and professional
blareturned to find the room
manner
while
we relocate
in flames. Luckily no one
else was in the building at and schedule appointments
the time.
f°r weddings," Jan WamAlthough the fire did not mack said.
Morris Cha
pel's office has
now relocated to
the eigth floor of
Burns Tower.
Although
the fire was a
tragedy to us
here at Pacific,
it brought unity
amongst
the
community in
Stockton.
"Physical
plant, Stockton
firefighters,
Service Master
crews and Cazelles flowers all
worked together
for the common
goal in making
a bride's special
u
l
,
i
*
u»tn
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By Jemilyn Ancheta

|By Taro Cuslidoe

Photograph courtesy of ASUOP

OUTSTANDING SPEAKER: Michael Moore's speech exceeded
Pacific's expectations

gun in the house," he said.
"What is the purpose of mak
ing a hand gun or an assault
weapon?"
During the brief press
conference Moore also ex
pressed his feelings regard
ing the recently released
home movies of Columbine
High School gunmen Dylan
Klebold and Eric Harris. The
students were shown shoot
ing bowling a week prior to
the April 20, 1999 Littleton,
CO. killings.
Though Moore had yet to
see the new footage, he was
impressed by the original
security footage that he used
in "Bowling for Columbine."
The video showed Klebold
and Harris at a different level
than what the mainstream
media originally had done.
"What struck me when I
saw the security camera foot
age was how normal the kids
were and how normal the
school was," Moore added
that it can still happen any
where in America.

When more finally took
the stage in front of an en
thusiastic audience at the
Spanos Center, a little before
8 p.m., a large roar broke out
after president of the UOP
democrats, with a little "d
until the party gets it's spine
back, said president Jennifer
Fredette who gave a lively,
yet spunky introduction.
Senior Amber Wilburn,
a sociology major, enjoyec
Moore's almost two-hour
speech.
She had been planning
to attend since three weeks
ago.
"I liked it, it was very in
formative," Wilburn said,
think its great that whether
(the audience members"
were there to support him
or didn't like what he was
saying, it was really a great
turnout."
Talking on issues ranging
from national politics to gun
control to a woman's right

See MOORE page 3

SMOKE FREE: The smell of smoke had to be
removed before weddings.

Jennifer Wallen
said.
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sidered normal it "is helpful is only one test and there
to know how to overcome will be other graded assign6
rheir
their efforts.
effects. The following ments.
vices
tips are helpful for reducing
-Avoid thinking of yourtest
anxiety:
self
in negative and irrational
ents
It is common for Siuu«•
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-Preoaration
is
the
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••HPnnPH
••••••
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to experience some level of
-Preparation
is the
anxiety or tension before way to minimize! rational/
-Reward yourself after the
tests. While a moderate realistic test anxiety.
test; watch a movie, go out to
amount of anxiety can ac:
-Avoid "cramming" for eat, or visit with tnends
tually help motivate you, a test. Trying to master a
Students preparing for
.
semester's
worth
of
material
tests
often neglect basic
too much of it can become
the
day
before
the
test
can
biological,
emotional, and
a problem, especially if it
easily
produce
anxiety.
Study
social
needs.
To do your best,
interferes with your ability
well
in
advance
of
the
test
in
it
is
important
to take good
to prepare and perform on
short Intervals with breaks in care of yourself while you
tests.
!
prepare for |
ex
So how can you deal with between your s
eludes:
eating
a healthy diet
your test anxiety? First, de Improving
and
getting
regular
ex*
experience
termine if your anxiety is a of the tesf
making
time
for
re>
you
with
can
actually
result, of being unprepared
m a y im
i l l and social activities, setting a
for the test. If so, you are your studying andp may
prove
your
performance.
Do realistic study schedule and
worried about the test be
taking breaks when needed,
not
overplay
the
importance
cause you haven't studied
and getting plenty of sleep
of
the
grade;
il
is
not
a
reflec
enough, and this is a normal
the night before the Test. To
tion
of
your
self-worth
nor
and realistic concern. How
predict your future be able to do your best on the
ever, if you are adequately
I ay of the test:
prepared but still panic, success. Try the following:
-Begin your day with a nu"blank out," or overreact',
-Remember that the most
tritious,
moderate breakfast
your reaction is not realistic realistic expectation is to try
and
avoid
coffee if you are
or rational. While both of to show as much of what you
prone to "caffeine jitters."
know as you can.

Wector, Counseling Ser-

Singing a t t h e Summit
By Eugene Sefanov
Guest Writer
"It's always about tak
ing that first step, being the
opening act, attacking the
microphone first in front of
friends and strangers," said
junior Rachel DeRonde,
about the ASUOP sponsored
event "Karaoke at the Sum
mit" This event happens
every first Wednesday of the
month; all Pacific students
are invited to participate in
the fun and entertainment.
"It's a great way for stu
dents to break away from
their studies and just have
fun," said Allison Gomer,
ASUOP Arts and Entertain
ment Commissioner.
"Everyone can see how
much fun it is to get up in
front of the group with a
microphone in one hand and
sing like they were in the

shower," said junior, Carley
Bain.
Many students agreed that
this is a pleasurable event
and that it offers wonderful
new things to do on campus.
"It gives students some
thing different to do other
than drinking," says fresh
man Henry Chang.
The enthusiasm of the
group allows for all different
styles of music. The audi
ence is treated to a variety
of songs from many different
genres, from patriotic to hiphop, Metallica to Madonna.
Students can choose from
a long list of past and current
well-liked songs.
Judging the show can be a
pretty tough job.
"Most of the performances
are extremely funny and full
of talent but sometimes you
just want to cut the music,"
said Jenny Avon, ASUOP

Public Relations Commis
sioner and judge.
At the end of the night,
judges usually have a dif
ficult time deciding who the
winners are.
The event is open to all
Pacific students and prizes
are awarded to the top three
acts.
Prizes can range from
Pacific clothing items to gift
certificates.
"Karaoke at the Summit"
has been a hit on campus and
seems to be drawing more
people to the event every
month.
Students are encouraged
to come and croon or even
just sit back and groove to
the music.
Either way it is a guaran
teed fun time. See you at the
Summit on Wednesday, Nov.
5, for a little karaoke!
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Pacific present
culture of violen
Viology: Cultures of
Violence / Violence of Cul
ture will be exhibited Nov.
1-Dec. 12, 2003, at the Reyn
olds Art Gallery.

In Viology, Latino artists
explore the myriad mani
festation of violence that af
flict communities north and

south of the US
border.
The artists apprc
ma.
disturbing phenorr
violence with hixmani
critical vision, while :
questions about ccr
tory relationships be:
art and the cultu
violence entrenchee
very fabric of our soc
An artist Panel
held at 5:30 p.m. o:
1, followed by an Or
Reception from 7that night.

Send your campus event pos:
to pacificannews@uop.edu. Pic,
include incude your phone num.
on all submissions.
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Heartfelt thankfyou

to have someone call an am
bulance.
He saved me from at least
a half an hour of excruciating
pain.
My message to this gentle
man: Thank you so much.
Thank you for going out of
your way to help me. Thank
you for waiting to make sure
the ambulance got there.
Thank you for caring. Thank
you.
There was another gentle
man who I would also like to
thank. I only remember his
first name: Johnny.
My message to him: Thank
you so much for letting me
hold onto you. Thank you
for helping to comfort my
pain. Thank you for not leav
ing me alone. Thank you.
I honestly hope that these
Photograph by Elizabeth Carranzo
gentlemen
see this article.
IECOVER1NG: Sheena Nodau recognizes that there ore still
This
is
my
only
way to thank
jreat people in this world.
them. I just want to let you
along the sidewalk near gentlemen know that I ap
Sheena Nodou
the Education Building and preciate every effort and
1lest Writert
came over to see if I was OK. every moment you put into
I wish I knew his name. caring for this stranger's
Wednesday, Oct. 15, 2003,
This
gentleman went out condition.
30 a.m. The exact moment
of
his
way to help a perfect
Thank you. May God bless
2alized that there are still
stranger.
The
accident
oc
you
and I wish you the best
iat people in the world
curred
about
100
feet
or
so
of
luck
in life. May the world
lay.
from
the
Education
Building
return
the
kindness and care
I got in a horrible skateand
I
was
by
myself
with
no
you
have
offered to me.
arding accident, which
cell
phone.
Thank
you.
ulted in a broken leg, and
Mr. Anonymous did not
passerby, a fellow Pacific
have
a cell phone either, but
dent, saw my rider-less
he
went
over to the building
teboard still traveling

OORE from page 1
' choose, Moore received
iveral standing ovations
iroughout the evening.
Junior Katlii Yeager, a
story major, said she was
ipressed by the diversity
: the audience, not just culirally but also agewise.
re noticed a lot of people
/er 40, and said the event
tracted a great deal of
tople from the "external
immunity."
"I definitely agree with
ime of the things he said,
rd disagreed with some of
ie things he said," Yeager
Ided.
During the later part of his
>eech, Moore also invited
le "three smartest AmeriIns" and the "dumbest Cakdian" in the audience up

for something of a trivia test.
He asked the three Pacific
students questions about
Canada, andvice-versa. The
Canadian, a visitor from the
Sacramento area, ultimately
won the game and received
a "Bowling for Columbine"
DVD.
Katy Fic, a senior studying
social sciene, pre-law and ed
ucation, was one of the three
Americans brought up to
the stage. Though Fick was
stumped on the questions,
she said Moore is something
of a "guru" to her.
"He's just a regular Joe
from Flint, Michigan chal
lenging the system," Fick
said. "It was great to be able
to be there with him in Stock
ton and at UOP."
Both Fick and Yeager arrived at 6 p.m. in order to

beat the rush for the limited
number of floor seats.
At the end of the evening,
Moore did a quick question
and answer period while
members of the ASUOP
staff ran around with micro
phones accomodating the
many people who raised
their hands. The event last
ed until just before 10 p.m.
Moore is currently work
ing on a documentary
called "Farenheit 911-The
Temperature at which Truth
Burns" and his book "Dude,
Where's
my
Country"
debuted at #1 on the New
York Times Bestseller list on
Sunday.
Moore, who doesn't sugarcoat anything, made it
very clear throughout the
night that he makes no ex-

Executive
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T'fieta's Strong Oiofcf

PRESIDENT: Ki
Kallbrier shares her
experiences of joining
a sorority.

zation is committed to
helping children who are
By Ki Kallbrier
caught up in the court sys
President of Kappa Alpha
tem. At the Midnight Mad
Theta
ness philanthropy event,
Theta raised over $1800 for
"We have shared cel CASA. Theta also sponsors
ebrations, catastrophes, and everything from car washes
secrets. The threads of our to promotional coupons to
experience have become
raise money for CASA.
so interwoven that we are
Kappa " Alpha Theta
linked."
- Pam Brown. also places a tremendous
There are certain things that emphasis on scholarship.
happen in everyone's life There are many programs
that they will never forget. designed to help students
For me, one of my most achieve their academic
cherished memories will be goals and positive pro
my time as a Kappa Alpha gramming dedicated to
Theta at the University of help members stay moti
the Pacific. My name is Ki
vated.
Kallbrier and I am the presi
Theta can also provide
dent of this sorority.
members with leadership
When I first became a opportunities as well as
member, I had no idea how several different chances
much Theta would come to attend informative con
to mean to me, and how it ferences.
Last semester
would literally change my executive officers of Kappa
life. Although the ritual of Alpha Theta were invited
Theta is extremely impor to attend a District Leader
tant, along with its dedica ship Conference in Spokane
tion to community service
,Wash.
and high scholarship, the
Theta offers its members
members of Kappa Alpha a wide variety of oppor
Theta are what have made tunities. Formal dances,
my experience so enrich fraternity exchanges and
ing. I have met the most sisterhood retreats are
supportive, honest, and some of the other aspects of
genuine people in Theta Theta membership. How
who remind me everyday ever, the number one thing
that I have a lot to be thank I will graduate from college
ful for.
with is a powerful support
Theta's
philanthropy group and an irreplaceable
is CASA, an acronym for group of friends who only
Court Appointed Special come around once in a life
Advocates. This organi
time.

V
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Brandenburg'r barb
Bv Elizabeth Carranza

Co-News Editor

Upbeat music, creative
costumes and a lively at
mosphere, are what makes
up Brandenburg's Hallow
een Bash. Brandenburg's
will be celebrating Hal
loween with a bang and
invites everybody over 21
to attend. The event will
take place on Oct. 31 "from
7 p.m-close at 6002 Pacific
Avenue across the street
from Pacific Bowl.
For this day only, Bran
denburg's will close up
its parking lot in order to
make this Halloween bash
an outside/inside event.
"Brandeburg's Hallow
een Bash gives people in
the Stockton community
something fun and safe
to do on such a celebrated
date," said Pacific alum
and owner David Smith.
A beer garden will be set
up out side and there will
be $2 shot specials being
distributed
throughout
the crowd by the cocktail
waitresses.
The event will feature a
costume contest that will
be judged on original

ity and creativity by all of
Brandenburg's staff. "We
are definitely in search of
costumes that will blow
our minds' and it doesn't
matter if they are home
made or store bought,"
said general manager, Jef
frey Wilson.
There will be three cash
prizes for the winners, first
place $300, second place
$150 and third place $50.
A mixture of music will
be played through out the
whole night giving people
the opportunity get their
groove on to the latest
beats. "The D.J. is sure to
have music for every ones
liking," said Wilson.
So if you need something
to do on Halloween, head
on over to Brandenburg's
where you are sure to have
a fun night. There will be
a cover change of $6. If
you have any questions
regarding the event contact
Brandenburg's at (209) 9550595.

Photograph by Elizabeth Carranza

DRINK UP: Brandenburg's bartender, Kenon Fort, pours a
round of shots for eager waiting partrons.

BRUBECK FELLOWS: The Sextet performed in Washington,
last month at the iLibrary of Congress where Dave Brubeck v
honored with the Living Legends Award.

Safely crossing ovc
By Kristin Stern

Business Manager

For those students who
rarely go to North campus,
there has been a recent
project and installation this
past week that increases the
safety of Pacific students.
At the beginning of the
year it was sometimes hard,
and often dangerous to cross
Brookside without a cross
walk available. The students
and citizens of Stockton
speeding by could pose quite
a threat on a busy day.
Students were told that
crosswalks were going to
be painted, and that there
would be a sign posted to
make it slightly safer to
cross the street and get to
the Monagan and Brookside
apartments, the Health Cen
ter, Long Pharmacy School,
and the new Health and Sci
ences building.
The school splurged for
the newest technology in
pedestrian safety.
The new high tech cross
walks have a button that
activates flashing lights on

the crosswalk, and signs that
flash as well, to warn drivers
of pedestrians crossing.
The lights make people
more visible, especially at
night when it is harder to see.
Flashing lights get the atten
tion of the driver more effec
tively than a typical painted
crosswalk.
Although this is a smart
safety precaution, students
still must walk with caution,
and awareness of vehicles.
There are downsides about
the installation however.
Many students commented
on the location of the cross
walk. John Aaron Hedges
said, "I think it is a good
idea, but it should have been
put closer to the apartments.
I still have not actually used
it." Another resident of the
Brookside Apartments, Jesse
Bowen mentions, "It is too
far away for us to use, but it
was a good idea."
Then again, a lot of stu
dents who do not venture
in that direction have not
even heard about the cross
walks. Junior campus resi
dent Mysty Nakama, said,

"I haven't seen it yet
sounds like a good i de
The next improver
our North campus : waiting. Rumor has it
bridge going from tht
parking lot behind th ity houses across to I
side road will be builr
the end of the year.
That would save a
time and energy, as
as provide more safe
students walking la or
night.
Senior Hidajet Fific
"Abridge would reduce
ry about physical plan:
or public safety. It woui
pedestrians only. This w
provide a straighter sicampus, not the out o:
way route by the phyi
plant."
Obviously the
scr
does care about the sate:
students. Everything ft
time, often a lot more t
expected, but we will •
soon enough.
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A tribute to

of the Continental Army, 1775- Camille Norton, co-edited the Study of Poetry, which English and Director of Eth
Resurgent: New Writing by appears in When Writing nic Studies Program, Zhou
1783.
Xiaojing Elizabeth Bishop:
Teachers Teach Literature.
Professor of Spanish, Ar- Women.
A celebration was held last
Rebel in Shades an Shadows
Assistant
Professor
of
Associate
Professor
of
His
turo Giraldez, wrote Studies
week to commemorate Hu
and
her manuscript, The Poet
Philosophy,
Eleanor
Wittory,
Suzanne
Pasztor,
wrote
in Pacific History: Economic,
manities faculty who have
ics
and
Ethics of Alterity: Asian
trup,
wrote
The
Possibility
of
The
Spirit
of
Hidalgo:
The
Mex
authored, edited or written Politics and Migration.
American
Poetry is under con
Persuasion,
which
appears
in
Associate Professor of ican Revolution in Coahuila.
fbook chapters sincel990.
struction.
Community,
Diversity
and
Dif
Associate
Professor
of
So
\ Students, faculty and staff Spanish and Assistant Dean
of COP, Susan Giraldez, cial Ethics in the Religious ference: Implications for Peace.
gathered in the President's
Associate Professor of
Studies department, George
Room to view works from wrote Las Sergas De EsplandiD.
Randels
Jr.,
co-authored
over two dozen Pacific fac an Y La Espana De Los Reyes
a chapter with Pacific sports
ulty members. The event Catolicos.
Associate Professor of sciences Professor Becky
was sponsored by the Pacific
Beal, What Makes a Man a
Humanities Center and the French and Film Studies,
Katherine Golsan, trans Man?: religion, sport and ne
Library.
lated Racism and Communism gotiating masculine identity in
Featured Authors:
the Promise Keepers, in With
Associate Professor of and co-translated Life in
God
on Their Side: Sport in the
History and Chair of the Common: An Essay in General
Service
of Religion.
History Department, Ken Anthropology.
Professor
with a joint ap
Assistant Professor and
Albala, wrote Eating Right
pointment
in
English and
in the Renaissance, Food in Chair of the Music Manage
Religious
Studies,
Gilbert
Early Modern Europe (forth ment Department, Keith
Schedler,
wrote
Honest
Talk,
coming), Opening Up North Hatschek, co-authored How
a
book
of
poetry.
America (with Professor to Get a Job in the Music and
Professor of Art History,
Caroline Cox), and numer Recording Industry.
Merrill
Schleier, wrote The
Professor of Philosophy,
ous chapters, articles and
Skyscraper
in American Art,
James Heffernan, wrote the
encyclopedia entries.
1890-1930, and contributed
chapter,
Why
Wilderness?
Photograph by Amber Prochaska
Professor Emeritus of his
to
The
Skyscraper
Culturally
BOOKS, BOOKS, BOOKS: Professors display their fine pieces
tory and former chair of the John Muir's Deep Ecology, in
Reconsidered. She is currently
History Department, George cluded in the book John Muir:
of work.
working on a book entitled
Blum, wrote articles and Life and Work.
Skyscrapers/ Gender/Film.
Assistant
Professor
of
chapters in Research Guide to
Professor of German in the
European Historical Biography, French, Christophe Ippolito,
Modern Language and Lit
wrote
Narrative
Memory
in
Statesmen Who Changed the
C.a fz^cLCczJT-H. JELtTerature department, Michael
World in the Twentieth Cen Faubert's Works.
Associate Professor of Sharp, wrote a chapter on
tury, Encyclopedia of World
Classics,
Lynn Kraynak, Georg Trakl in Major Figures
War II in Europe, and Events
co-authored
Excavations at of Austrian Literature, and
that Changed History (forth
Nemea:
Topographical
and Ar wrote The Poet's Madness: A
coming).
chitectural
Studies:
The
Sacred Reading of Georg Trakl.
Professor and Chair of
Assistant Professor of Eng
Square,
the
Xenon,
and
the
English and Film Studies,
lish,
Eric Sonstroem, con
Diane Borden, co-edited Bath.
tributed to How Can you Tell
Assistant
Professor
of
Bertolucci's the Last Emperor:
English and Film Studies and if a Spider is Dead? And More
Multiple Takes.
Moments of Science.
Professor of English and Director of the Humanities
Assistant Professor of Reli
Center,
Courtney
Lehmann,
Chair of the Honors Pro
gious Studies, Tanya Storch,
wrote
Shakespeare
Remains:
gram, Greg Camfield, wrote
is the editor of the forthcom
Sentimental Twain: Samuel Theater to Film, Early Modern
ing book, Religion and Mis
to
Postmodern
and
soon
to
be
Clemens in the Maze of Moral
sionaries in the Pacific, 1500Philosophy, Necessary Mad followed by The Reel Shake
1900 and author of the chapter
ness: Comedies of Domesticity speare: Alternative Cinema and
Law and Religious Freedom in
in Nineteenth-Century Ameri heory (forthcoming).
Medieval
China: State Regula
Professor Emeritus of Re
can Literature and The Oxford
tion
of
Buddhist
Communities,
ligious Studies, Lawrence
Companion to Mark Twain.
which
appears
in
Religion,
Law,
Assistant Professor of Meredith, wrote The Sensous
Freedom:
A
Global
Perspec
and
Japanese in the Modern Christian: a Celebration of Free
Language and Literature dom and Love; and Life Before tive.
Associate Professor of
department, Zeljko (Jake) Death: A Spiritual Journey of
History
and the Director of
Cipris, co-authored Making Mind and Body.
with id card for uop students only
the
John
Muir Center, Wil
Professor Emeritus of
Sense of Japanese Grammar: A
liam Swagerty, co-edited
Clear Guide through Common History, Sally Miller, wrote
Location at Ben Holt Dr. and I-5 (951-6310)
From Prairie to Prison: The Life Nez Perce Nation Divided: '
Problems.
|
Hammer
and West Lane location next to Big Lots
Firsthand
Accounts
of
Events
Assistant Professor of of Social Activist Kate Richards
Leading
to
the
1863
Territory.
(952-1431).
History, Caroline Cox, has a O'Hare.
Associate Professor of
Associate
Professor
of
forthcoming book, A Proper
English, Douglas Tedards, ' D e l i v e r y a v a i l a b l e a t b o t h l o c a t i o n s . ^
Sense of Honor: The Rank and English and Coordinator of
Status of Soldiers and Officers the Gender Studies Program, wrote Journal Writing and
The Pacifican

The newly relocated Raney Recre
ation is now part of the PacificCard
System. Students who wish to use
this area must •swipe' their PacificCard to enter. The PacificCard will
also turn the lights on to the facil
ity during the evening hours and
users will also be notified by a •bell'
when the lights are going to turn
off. Swiping the PacificCard again
will reset the lights timer. Hours
of operation are from 6 a.m. to I
a.m.

^PARADISE PIZZA

•

15% off entire order

i
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Ninjas
come
out
atlright
I
Got
midterms?
J
I By
Bv Kristin Stern
^^nmusic^s

and starring in
as "Berlin to Broad, ht»
Guest Writer
Not to mention tty
^
Huge tests, long papers,
including but n o t l u ^
extensive labs, all of these are
Halloween. It's the one
^
part of midterms. Midterms pre-pharmacy and
time of the year you can be
ing, subjects that ar; ®
are a part of the educational
anything you want. But, for
mous for difficult ^
experience.
Anxiety can
college students, Halloween
loads of homework, 3ndl0
become a large factor. For
is usually just another time
.
u.
different majors, midterms labs.
to party. Still, everyone has
Engineering major Hit
seem
to
cause
different
stress
their favorite Halloween
jet File said, "I hate ha,
levels and come at varying
memory and mine was last
three midterms in tbie sa
times of the year. Do not for
year.
week. It makes that we
get to relax and have some
For college students, Hal
and the week before i a
fun once midterms are over.
loween usually just means
Every student has ft
It seems as though pro
partying, but the only differ
own
tasks, and trouble;
fessors plot against their
ence is you are in costumes
part
of the college ey
is
students with their lousy
instead of regular clothes.
ence.
University
of the i
planning of midterm dates.
Last year, during my fresh
cific
has
all
sorts
of
studa
Professors either pile all the
man year, two of my friends
majors,
midterms,
finals,!
tests in on one day or week,
from home and I decided to
or
they spread them out, also entertainment.
do something a little differ
After weeks of rrudten
practically lasting the whole
ent.
what
do students do to:
"Operation ninja" would and remaining incognito, they were attempting to find semester with midterms
lax
or
entertain? In orz.:
leading into more midterms.
leave an everlasting impact somehow security caught us.
de-stress,
Landon aJs
Gardner Landon, a se
We later decided to try
on many.
wind of our presence.
gests
that,
"A good place
nior Engineer and Business
Me and my two friends
We realized they were to infiltrate Target, but we double major said, "My mid relax are the dance _ ~
decided we were going to searching the store for us but made it about 30 feet into the
at Sigma Chi." Surely
dress up in full, homemade it was futile; they could not store before being kicked out terms are sporadic. I don't
really have any 'midterms' fraternities would cl £:"
ninja outfits, and see where
by security.
catch ninjas of our skill.
same thing.
things could go from there.
The security guard at Tar per se. Most of my classes
It was like a game of catAnother student, Nlicc;
Before I spin this magnificent and-mouse, and our stealth get must have been tipped have two to three 'midterms'
So
recommends Anw t
tale, I need to explain our was getting to the security off because it is inconceiv- throughout the semester."
Cafe
because, "It's a ::
School has been in session
costumes.
trendy
place to go har _
for nine weeks-half way
We wore black pants and
with
your
friends."
through the semester, which
jackets, which were our old
Students
have realizr :
means that midterms will
Karate outfits, black shoes,
now
that
Stockton
is nc:
soon be behind us.
fake wooden swords, and
most
exciting
place
:
Be an optimist. There is not
we figured out how to make
world,
but
there
are
tar!
much time until Thanksgiv
homemade ninja facemasks
:l
to
do
and
places
to
g:
ing and not too much longer
by manipulating a shirt
J
until Christmas break. Stu students who strive to around our faces.
dents are already planning campus here are a few ic;
Our garb was complete,
their spring class schedule!
and we were soon ready to
1) Catch a movie, sit r:
Or, you could be a pessi
unleash stealthy ninja havoc
and
relax.
mist and think of it this way:
on the unsuspecting general
2)
Go ice-skating; nice
public of Livermore, Calif.
guards. We could see them able that he would be able to there are still eight weeks of
conditioned
fun.
classes, long lectures, and
It was a crisp autumn scurrying around the store catch us so quickly.
3)
Go
bowling,
work
That is my fondest Hal more tests to come. Not to
night, chilly but not cold. talking on their walkie-talk
your
hand-eye
coordinate
j
After donning our full ninja ies but they were not able to loween memory. This Hal mention the anxiety of finals.
4)
Watch
a
Stockton
~
loween, try to "think outside
We are here for school
attire, we decided our course find us.
of
the
box"
and
make
a
new
indeed,
but most students baseball game.
of action. We decided to
After some time we de
5) Sit and relax at -"]
have more going on. A lot of
infiltrate Wal-Mart with the cided to leave the store, but best Halloween.
Aroma,
also a good place j
The nurse, pirate and students hold jobs, often ca
objective of not being seen. not before leaving many in
study.
However, since this was our fear of the power of the ninja. cheerleader costumes have reer-related or funding their
6) Feel like frozen yogfirst Ninja mission, a few Put yourself in the shoes of been done; don't be afraid to education.
Try
Tigers Yogurt, it's
Athletes strive to do well
kinks needed to be worked someone in the store, buying try something new.
walking
distance.
Hopefully this Halloween in classes while consumed
out, so a few people spotted whatever people buy there,
7)
Choose
a restaurant sj
us upon entering the store.
and seeing three guys run will be just as memorable in their hectic schedules
and, in case you were won including games, practices fill your tummy.
Some people were taken ning amuck in ninja outfits.
8) Take a walk in the rand weight training, often
aback when they saw three
Our mission was com dering,
I will be dressing up as at very early or late hours of parks.
strapping, young men run plete at Wal-Mart; although
9) Visit the Delta, nc:
Don
Johnson from "Miami the day.
ning through Wal-Mart in a few people saw us in the
part
near campus!
Vice,"
complete
with
white
Then
there
are
the
aspiring
full ninja gear; granted it beginning, our cunning and
10)
Hit the bars of Stood
blazer,
white
pants,
pastel
actors, actresses, and musi
was Halloween night, but skill proved too much for
(if
you're
over 21 of coursj
shirt
and
loafers.
Have
a
cians. These students also
the power of the ninjas is security.
Happy
Halloween
everyone.
spend the majority of their
reputable.
We were doing nothing
time memorizing, rehearsing
Eventually after a period of wrong and causing no prob
slipping in and out of aisles, lems, but for some reason

By William Grove

f

Business Manager

44.
'Some people were taken
aback when they saw three
young strapping men running
through Wal-Mart in full ninja
gear; granted it was Hallow
een night but the power of
the ninja is reputable, yy

wefj
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kyAngela Richards
Environmental Columnist

'Popularity must start somewhere'
A Look at the four moot popular third part Leo

information):

I According to a Times-MirIr poll, by 1996 over two
lirds of Americans favored
le creation of a major third
llitical party-more than
|
ice as many as in 1992,
hen Ross Perot earned 20
Billion votes.
I The biggest complaint
out third parties is that
think if they vote for
Ud them, they are wastfe their vote. My response
[that popularity must start
newhere. Although right
i it seems as though third
[ties will never be elected,
need votes now to
ptain their five percent so
ley can begin campaigning
ke a major party.
Here are four parties
lat 1 have outlined for
pnsideration (this is not a
romotion, only unbiased

The Green Party
The Green Party has been
around since the 1960s, but
the U.S. Green Party was
officially formed in 1996.
The U.S. Green Party is a
confederation of state green
parties that is partnered with
the European Federation of
Green Parties and Federa
tion of Green Parties of the
Americas.
The ten most important
values of the U.S. Green
Party are: 1) .grassroots de
mocracy 2) social justice and
equal opportunity 3) ecologi
cal wisdom 4) non violence
5) decentralization 6) com
munity based economics and
economic justice 7) feminism
and gender equity 8) respect
for diversity 9) personal and
global responsibility 10) fu
ture focus and sustainability
The most famous Green
Party representative is Ralph
Nader, who has run for

Certain stances that this
party has: they are pro-life,
feel there should be limits
on legal immigration and
Libertarian Party
absolutely no illegal immi
The Libertarian Party was
gration; they support capi
created in December of 1971
tal punishment for harsh
and has the most members of
crimes/ the rights of citizens
.all the third parties in the LLSL
to bear arms, a debt -freel
It is committed to America's
money system, and an end
Heritage of Freedom through
to personal income tax.
individual liberty and per
Two famous represent
sonal responsibility, a free
fives
are George G. Wallace,
market economy, and a for
the
governor
of Alabama in
eign policy of non-interven
the 1960s and Pat Buchanan,
tion, peace, and free trade.
who ran for President in the
The party is also pro-envi
2000 election. For more infor-1
ronment and believes there
mation go to www.aip.org.
should be no permission for
So, for the next election I
gun ownership. It also does
ask all of you to keep these
. not believe in restrictions on
and other parties in mind
immigration.
as alternatives. Also, if any-1
The most well known
American Independent one has mom information
Libertarian representative is
on these parties, feel free to
Harry Browne who Tan for Party
write to The Pacifican\
The
American
IndepenPresident in tire 2000 elec
tion. For more information dent,Party has been on bal
lots since" 1968. It is a very
go to www.lp.org.
fast growing party here in
Natural Law Party
Founded in April of i99zjj California.
President multiple times.
For- more information go to
www.gp.org.

the Natural Law Party is the
fastest growing new party
in the U.S. Some issues that
this party focuses on are:
One, the environment, spe
cifically looking at renew
able and inexpensive energy.
Two. abortion; they are mor
ally opposed to it but feel
the problem of unwanted
pregnancy should be solved
through education, not legis
lation. And three, affirmative
action, which they believe is
a "necessary evil."
The most well-known
candidate from this party is
Dr. John Hagelin, a quantum
physicist, who ran for Presi
dent in the 2000 election.
For more information, go to
www.natural-law.org.

'Americentric'
fSwartz
jest Writer
I Pop Quiz Hotshot:
|l. What is the capital of
rada?
12. Who is the Prime Minis• of Canada?
13. Name three countries
lat border Afghanistan.
[Think you can handle
I'll bet at least 85 perInt of this school's student
ppulation could not even
|tswer the first question. In
t, my point was proven
st Wednesday at Michael
loore's lecture.
|So what's the point of this
icle? Well, the point is
|at half our country can't
id Iraq on a map and the
krcentage is far worse for
lllege students.
Pretty
lary considering we have
st sent $87 billion to bring
kr own forms of democracy

to Iraq.
Last Wednesday three of
our own 4.0 students volun
teered to represent the bright
minds that Pacific yields.
Yet those three top students
could not provide the name
of our nearest neighbor's
capital. Sure, it might have
been muffled out there after
the microphone was passed
to them, but the fact of the
matter is that it took some
serious thinking and head
scratching just to figure out
what the capital of Canada
is. And the saddest part
of the whole thing is that a
School of International Stud
ies student, a student who
is constantly quizzed on the
geography of the world and
the demographics of hun
dreds of countries, couldn't
provide a legitimate answer
on the spot.
If a straight-A SIS student
can't name three countries

m a*

t h a t
*0
border
Afghanmrn^
AilaJ
*
I
i
*
i s t a n,
w h a t
will the
future of
m
Ameri1
c a n
college
students
k n o w
about
Google.com
Geog
POP
QUIZ:
Can
you
name
the
capital
and
prime
minister
of
our
neighboring
country
of
Canada?
raphy?
Has Ge
parents should start reading the results just ^ make
ography been ruled out as atlases to their kids. How American students look stua core concept in the funda many kids actually have pid. ! know
//1.e"ds,fin,
mental learning process?
a globe in their room any- I would do stuff like tha ,
Ok, so I'm not saying that
mar
so maybe that s not a good
According to Michael
everyone should go out, buy Moore who t his statistics representation of what the
a map, and memorize it.
the latest National Geo- survey's results were. The
It's too late for that. Is the
Geography Quiz, National Geographic-Roper
future of American students 8
2002 Global Geographic Litof^ents aged
screwed? Yep. Something
P fi
d the u s on
eracy Survey polled more
has to be done in order to
than 3,000 18- to 24-year-olds
improve the current education system. Or, maybe more

^

Yeah ^ maybe a bunch
students wanted to skew

famAHA naflC 8

See CANADA page 5
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Making and breaking you

\

y
id J

So truth be told and try to explain. Sometimes do others have to suffer for
act like fools; it's hu- my own mistakes?
r
mistakes unfold, but ain't *people
. *
l
einrp my ac
Especially since
man
nature
to lose your cool.
it funny that the ones
tions have been inked in
who teach you also burn But it's not how you fall but my head since I was a little
you at the stake? Let us how you get up, so they say. boy. It is all I know, for it is
go, you and I, to a place It is as if they create the way all I have been taught, it's
that resembles life; a field you are, and punish you for
part of being a man's man.
were I first met Brooke, the being that way.
I am a product of my own Don't punish those who
unholy ghost of emotions
society, how can I help it? I wear the same color jersey;
and alter egos.
punish me for being what
In a place where we act am what they expect me to
they want me to me.
like glory days, it is unfair
Even as an individual,
44.
tojudge our actions, let
It
is
what
they
I
am
forced to reconcile
alone our words, and pun
my
independence
to fit a
ish all sides for the actions teach me, it's all
mold
of
indifference.
I'm
of one person for being
around me, and only human, girl, 1 make
caught up.
I have a thug life mistakes; I love football
Is it fair for one to do
what society .has thought tattoo on my chest like a fat kid love cake.
Is this not the place
of them and then get pun
and
NWA
in
my
were
we are free to open
ished for it? Truly, I ask: is
our
minds
and step away
walkman. ^
it fair?
from
what
society
teaches
Sure, this is a weak ar
us?
Is
it
not
through
gument because we are all
education that we receive
responsible for our own
mental and also emotion
actions, but don't we all, to
al, spiritual, and physical
a certain extent, lack com be. I see what is on TV and
enlightenment?
mon sense?
in movies and even though
So why take that away
Let us go, you and I, to a society says 'it's only enter
from
us? Why punish oth
place where music videos tainment, it's not real,' but
ers
for
my actions? Why
are made, a place where how can this be?
insult
my
actions, when it
it's cool to be hard; to be
How can they brain wash
gangsta and to be thug.
me, and then blame me for is what I have been taught
It bothers me when I be being brain-washed? How by mainstream society.
Yeah, I know life isn't
come a product of my < nvn can they hate on the way I
society, and the same soci am when it is the only way 1 fair, and we are only pup
ety that makes me, breaks know? It is what they teach pets for the "Man" who
me. You see and learn, imi me; it's all around me, and I molests our minds and
tating monkeys, and then have a thug life tattoo on my steals our innocence. Is
when it's all said and done chest and NWA in my walk- this not the place were in
nocence is rethought?
the ones that make you man. '' ' •;
?>'•*
Is college not the place
and break you are stealing
So, when 1 get caught up
your dignity and making in emotions and when my in were we learn to adapt to
you wear a dunce cap, stincts grab hold of my mind, society, but not be a part
while your name melts in losing all common sense and of it? Why take away my
the mouths of others.
thinking I am in a movie, physical education?
Stories are fabricated why then, do i have to pay'
In a place of higher edu
like the 'phone-game' and
cation we should be taught
it becomes evident in ev
Why must it be like that? lessons not by punish
ery which way you look, Adding insult to injury, they ment, especially punish
for what else do we have steal the dignity of those 1 as ment for those who are not
to do but to rag on oth sociate with.
involved, but by guidance,
ers, lifting our own sprits?
Now I know it's a weak counseling and yes, the old
The worst part of it all is excuse and this charade has cliche: let's talk about it,
that they take your family been written on many times, share your feelings. But,
down with you.
but the point is to ask: why who said life is fair?
Confused? Well let me

www.thepacific\

motto, maxim, adage, epigram, ^
aphorism, apothegm, pretty sentim^
|slogan, catchword, watchword, by^on
catch phrase, axiom...

We need one!
Open to the entire
university!
Design The Pacifican
motto and win:
A Pacifican t-shirt with
motto & $50
Send all ideas to:
pacificaneditors@uop.edu
by Nov. 30
CANADA from page 7
in Canada, France, Ger
many, Great Britain, Italy,
Japan, Mexico, Sweden and
the United States. Sweden
scored highest, and Mexico,
the lowest. The U.S. was
next to last. The Pacific
Ocean couldn't be located by
29 percent of U.S. students,
Japan, 58 percent; France,
65 percent; and the U.K., 69
percent. So at least it's not
just American students who
don't know geography. Why
is it that in an ever-shrinking
world of increased globaliza
tion it is becoming harder for
students to locate the world's
biggest ocean on a map?
This brings me the concept
of American students be
coming too "Americentric.
Despite the war on Iraq and
the constant threat of suicide
bombers in Israel, less than
15 percent of American col
lege students could locate
either country. More stu
dents in the study knew that
the island used in the first
season of "Survivor" was in
the South Pacific than the lo

cation of the holy lar,d E
more frightening is the
that more internatic :
dents were able to ida
the population of the L:
States than U.S. student
third of the U.S. stun
polled thought that the :
ulation of the United 5:
was between 1 and 2 hii
After all, we are the ' r.:
and best" country ri gcase you didn't know ye:
real population of the L
States is around 289 mi.
So why did the U.S. so low in comparison :
Tiighest scoring cou
Sweden, Italy and Ger:
Well, at least 70 percer.
the young adults in .
countries had traveled .
nationally in the las:
years, and the majority
more than one langua.
the U.S. and Mexico, abet
percent had traveled ar
during the same period
the majority spoke on.
language.
Oh and by the wa
capital of Canada is Otta1
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Liberabhave valueo tool

•aisaku Ikfl

wanna be like Mike
an extremely dynamic and lenge' skit was also seen on
consistently funny speaker an episode of Moore's short
who was able to provide se lived television series "TV
Pacific as an institution rious commentary on socio Nation," which I am proud
|tends to get its fair share political issues in a manner to say I watched in its origi
at ribbing, both from my- engaging to the audience, a nal broadcast run during the
mid-90s.
elf, as well as many other valuable gift.
I liked the fact that, in the
[students. Our school, after
Moore spent some time
[all, is seen as the kind of on a few topics from his lat interest of fairness, Moore
•place that would rather est book Dude, Where's My was ready to point out the
I use tuition money to build Country? such as the need faults of 'wimpy' Democrats,
[clock towers and rose gar- for a national scapegoat as well as the strengths of
Oftentimes
pens instead of, say, taking (like France) during times Republicans.
|better precautions against of highly controversial gov the talk swung into pure
[the weekly destruction of ernmental policy. He only stand-up comedy, such as
[the gates on the Calaveras briefly touched on other his hilarious verbal exchange
[River footbridge. One gets topics in the book, such as between two 'wishy-washy
|the sense that the campus, the decades-old business ties Democrats who can't decide
|and particularly the ad- between the Bush and Bin what to eat for dinner, and
|ministration, is perhaps Laden families . Osama did, the 'take-charge' Republican
[slightly off-kilter, as if the however, make an amusing who bellows, "Right, get in
[behind-the-scenes 'man be- 'cameo appearance' prior to the car, we're going to Siz[hind the curtain' is mildly the talk along with his breth zler!" (pounds the podium
[brain-damaged or simply ren cardboard bad-guy Sad for emphasis). I swear to
[drunk (please note: I am dam, the very first instance you, I saw people carried out
|not referring to President when "An Evening With on stretchers-that line just
|De Rosa).
Michael Moore" veered into killed.
Incidentally, I wonder if
In any case, it's unde- high farce (before Michael
[niable that
sometimes had even shown up). This Mike thought we were a
[the
school-specifically sort of set the stage for the 'stoner school/ considering
some people actually booed
[ASUOP-does
extremely rest of the evening.
|well indeed. Having been
Was anybody surprised by his admission that he's never
[a fan of Michael Moore the result of the Canadian- smoked pot ("I feel like I'm
[ever since watching his vs-American political trivia back at the Oscars," he said
|landmark
documentary challenge? I was. To think, with a bewildered chuckle).
ioger and Me years ago, I actually thought 'Smart Then, when he later joked,
[it was awesome to have Americans' could pull the "Who knows, maybe I'll
[the big rabble-rouser (it's rug out from under a 'Dumb smoke my first joint here
[a compliment) on campus Canadian.' I really thought in Stockton," the stadium
id to hear him speak to the Yanks could win; how erupted in a huge ovation.
ie rabidly enthusiastic sta- naive and optimistic of me.
See MIKE page 10
iium audience. Moore was This 'Canadian trivia chal-

IShone Cipris

Perspectives Co-editor

Last Saturday, I received
He hajkalso shown a great|
i card^from a student who, deal of "compassion" to the|
reading my last col religious-right, which also J
umn discussing MTV's role happen to make up as muchj
n depleting societal value, as 40 percent of his support-1
relieved I had articulated base.
One of his first actions as|
"significant portion of
Conservative Agenda."; president was to withdraw|
felcome to Conservatism," U.S. support for the Worldj
Population Fund, whichl
te wrote.
Slightly dismayed, 1 real against the wishes of thej
ized that this reader had Christian Coalition, provide
>een brainwashed by the contraceptives and abortions]
:onservative-crealed stereo- to impoverished women liv-j
pe, which argues that the ing in the overpopulated andj
|
iberal Agenda is void of underdeveloped world.
With
their
anti-abortion,
alue.
He has been fooled into and pro-business agenda,!
relieving that moral deterio Conservatives believe restor-j
ration in society is a direct re- ing value to society means!
•ult of liberal-backed reforms diminishing women's rights]
i.e. civil rights, abortion, and and taking money from those]
who don't have it and giving]
:orporate reform).
I hope I can redirect this it to those who do.
Conservatives promote the]
isled reader and prove to
dm that liberals have values restoration of a society that]
benefits them. According to
Itoo.
Liberals, like Conserva Michael Moore, Conserva
tives, want to "fight societal tives have figured out that]
[deterioration." Where they the majority of the American!
[differ, however, are in their people are Liberal, which ex-J
ideas on the best and most plains why they are so angry.]
lust ways of achieving this. But, don't just take Moore's
Unlike their conservative word for it.
Public opinion polls for]
Counterparts, Liberals want
to improve society for every example, continue to indicate!
one, not just for the wealthy, that the majority of American!
people are pro-choice, pro-j
rale, white, minority.
Case in point: President environment, and pro-corpo-j
j
3ush is the poster child for rate reform.
Roughly
two-thirds
of]
Conservatism.
According to his 2000 the American electorate are!
Presidential Campaign, he either women or minorities,]
is a special kind of Conserva so if Conservatives want to]
Live
• who
1_ „ will
_ *11 practice
ot-I /--A "mm
"com- maintain their power and]
pursue their agenda, they]
iassion."
What he really meant, was had better start advocating
_at he would show favorit reforms that make society]
ism to those who make up better for everyone-not just]
their small electorate base.
is electoral-base.
He has done this by pass
im two enormous tax cuts,
. o-thirds of which go to the
yealthiest ten percent of the
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The 50-second free-fall
Gravity and tranquility} it'd like a dream
By Paige Elisha
Staff Writer

The unusual thing about
jumping out of an airplane
while strapped to the chest of
a large man wearing an 80s
jump suit was that it didn't
feel unusual. It didn't feel
usual, so what did it feel like?
It felt a bit like a dream.
I was in the plane wonder
ing how I could be so calm as
I watched my fellow students
make their adrenaline-filled
exits one by one. Before I
knew it, I too was perched at
the plane's open door, look
ing down and seeing the vast
sprawling cornfields below.
I noticed the quickly-disap
pearing black dots that were
my friends as they raced
towards the wide earth, but
nothing seemed too out of
the ordinary.
I remember expecting to
have an extreme sense of the
feeling you get when your
body drops and it feels as if
your stomach has decided
to stay behind. I expected

an extreme version of the
feeling from a roller coaster
ride or a dipping highway.
But, the feeling never came.
Instead, my body's instant
defensive mechanism set in
and I couldn't feel a thing-not even the anticipatory
butterflies. It is all I can do to
vaguely recall the passage of
the following events.
We only crouched at the
door for a second before we
were in a hurtling racing
somersault, a chaos that I
had not expected. In a sec
ond, my tandem partner had
stabilized us and our bellyfirst, fifty-second fall began.
During this fall, the racing
wind made the largest im
pression on me. Arching my
back and trying to keep my
arms and legs in the correct
positions, I was keenly aware
of an almost unbearable blast
of air rocketing up my nose,
into my mouth, and through
my sinuses. Pleasant? I
think not. In a vain attempt
to look cool and fun on the
video of the jump that was

Cal

1

being made, I kept trying to
yell things like, "This is so
cool!" Note for anyone who
is as stupid as me and thinks
that stuff will actually come
out on the video: it won't,
and you will pay for keeping
your mouth open during a
13,000-foot dive.
I had been looking for
ward to going skydiving for
years-it had always just been
one of those things I knew I
would do sometime, and that
I always had to look forward
to. And then suddenly, the
date was set and the weeks
flew, by and before I knew
it, I was driving out to Lodi
with a few other Pacific stu
dents to jump out of a plane.
It was just that simple. We
went, we jumped (or were at
least connected to someone
that jumped), we hurdled,
then we fell and we fell and
we fell.
With 50 seconds quickly
behind us, and the earth
growing ominously larger, it
was time for the drum roll
and the pull of the parachute

cord. The 'chute opened and
we were wrenched back into
reality. Suddenly, the view
of sprawling land below
came into focus and I could
identify the colorful dots
that signified my friends
as they peacefully floated
down to earth. I tried to yell
but couldn't. Instead, I just
soaked up the view.
Looking back on my ex
perience with a week's ret
rospective, I realize that sky
diving may not have been the
life-changing catharsis that
I had been expecting, but it
was, nevertheless, a once-ina-lifetime chance to push my
limits, broaden—or at least
catch a glimpse of—my hori
zons, and just plain spend an
afternoon with friends.

It was my 50-seco <J.
escape from reality iri
I was able to tal<^ a
back and hang out >n dj
world. My suggestion
try it while you are u~ton and only a 13-nii
ride away. I caruno - s,
antee that your expert
will be as surreal or rel,
as mine, but I can say it
be something that y ou
never forget and will be
fastest 50 seconds of youi
in more ways than one
The outdoor club I :
at Baun Fitness Center
ranged our trip and wi11 n
likely be arranging trips, so keep an eye out
further information.

Pi

~ornia ir lzza

KiicJien is now open.
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Ar e yon

"Top Pizza in Los Angeles'
—Zagat, 2003

Popular Restaurant
—Zagat, 2003

Open your mind to something
a little more interesting, from
one-of-a-kind pizzas and pastas to salads, appetizers and desserts.
WEBERSTOWN MALL

Main Entrance, Next to Barnes & Noble
4950 Pacific Ave. I 209.473.9265

Google
BELLY UP: Skydiving offers 50 seconds of pure excitement.

MIKE from page 9
One of Moore's most
thought-provoking
topics
was his very last one: the no
tion of an unspoken contract
between the military and
the public. The essence of
the idea was that those who
join and serve in the armed
forces—often young men
and women—have made a
commitment to the ultimate
sacrifice, namely their own
lives. They are prepared to
die in order to protect oth
ers—they will die, so that you
don't have to. All they ask in
return is that the public and
the government never, ever
subject them to the possibil
ity of dying without a damn

good reason.
Considering the
justified (and ulterior r
tive-laden) wars on Afgh;
stan and Iraq, Moore felt tr
the government had tp
its hand: "They do not re
port the troops! They c;
care about our troops!' V
roared, to thunderous
plause. Then, with a grin
perhaps a final scratch
derneath his baseball car
left the stage. Always
them wanting more! De
Pacific's shortcomings, it
casionally does some:."
right. I for one am p:
that Michael Moore is '
part of our school's histo:
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Marsalis to perform at Pacific

THE PACIFIC AN

Nine-time Grammy winning jazz musician wilt play

2003 - 2004 Staff
*

Editorial Staff
Editor-in-Chief
Amber Prochaska

Managing Editor

By Euaene Sefanov

Guest Writer

"For Wee Folks," "My Funny Valentine," and "Legend
of Buddy Bolden," are just a few from Wynton Marsalis's
Dr. Keith O. Hilton
long list of hit songs. But who would ever know that he
Co-News Editors
is an accomplished classical jazz composer?
Elizabeth Carranza & Jemilyn Ancheta
The nine-time Grammy award-winning trumpeter
Co-Perspectives Editors
and
Pulitzer Prize winner will be performing at Pacific
Alexandra Wagner & Shane Cipris
on
Saturday,
Nov. 1 at 7:30 p.m. in Faye Spanos Concert
Lifestyles Editor
Hall. The event is co-sponsored by Pacific's Conserva
Georgette Rodarakis
tory of Music and the Associated Students University of
Sports Editor
Kristen Rocha
the Pacific.
Photo Editor
"We are ecstatic to have Wynton Marsalis here since
Kristen Hess
he is so talented. I personally love live music and to hear
Production Manager
one of the greatest jazz artists ever, is quite a privilege,"
Joe Cordova
Jenny Avon, ASUOP Public Relations Commissioner
Production Assistant Manager
said.
Ryan Arab
Wynton Marsalis, a New Orleans native was born in
Cartoonist
1961.
He is widely recognized as a perfectionist of modMartin Crownover
I
ern
jazz,
particularly for his continuous work connect
Copy Editor
ing
the
gaps
between the classic jazz musicians of the
Golden Vansant
Business Staff
past and the young, hip musicians of the present.
Business Manager
"He has inspired generations of musicians. He is one
Kristin Stern
of the first classical jazz artists to make a real name for
Assistant Business Manager
himself. Upcoming musicians of today look at him as a
Hidajet Fific
role model for success," music management major, bas
Distribution Team
soon and saxophonist, Robert Albini said.
Brandon Gottier and Gene Sefanov
From a very young age, Marsalis displayed a remark
Advertising Manager
able
amount of dedication and intellect. With a 3.98
Lisa Bixler
grade
point average, he was swamped with scholar
Ad Representative
ships
from
Ivy League universities such as Yale. How
Lisa Bixler
ever, Marsalis chose the prestigious Juilliard School of
How to Advertise
•Display-We accept national and local
Music in New York.
display advertising. For more informa
"I think it's amazing that he was able to achieve
tion, contact our advertising staff at (209) excellence in both school and music. I find it difficult
946-2114.
enough to handle my courses alone," trumpeter, Ian
•Classified-Classified advertising can be
Cherrington said.
Alexandra Wagner

Faculty Advisor

purchased $1 per line for Pacific staff and
students, $2 per line for all others. Please
call (209) 946-2115.

How to Subrscribe
•A one year subscription to The Pacifican
costs $32 ($17 per semester).

IHAPPY HALLOWEEN

Send check or money order to:
The Pacifican 3601 Pacific Ave.,
Stockton, CA 95211 attn: Subscriptions.

jazzinlincolncenter.org

WYNTON MARSALIS: Grammy-winning jazz musician will
play in Faye Spanos Concert Hall on Saturday, Nov. 1.

After Marsalis' second year, he left Juilliard and signed
with Columbia Records. The rest is history. He feverishly
began to release albums and win numerous awards.
Miles Davis, Wayne Shorter, Duke Ellington, Freddie
Hubbard and Herbie Hancock are among Marsalis' he
roes. He acquired his style from these jazz composers
especially Ellington. His playing style is derived mainly
from the traditional works established by these classic
jazz musicians.
.
,
Although Marsalis has significantly influenced the
genre of classical music, he classifies himself mainly as
a jazz artist. He believes jazz is the finest art form in so
ciety today.
,
Marsalis has produced over 40 distinctive jazz or clas
sical albums. He is perhaps the most celebrated jazz mu
sician of the last three decades.
Marsalis has made it his mission to teach young peo
ple about music, mostly on the history and tradition o
jazz created before the 1960s. Countless times, he has of
fered lessons or donated instruments to underprivileged

Perspectives: (209) 946-2253

^ "I think it is wonderful what he is doing. Jazz is both
African and American and young people need to appre
ciate the duality of this music genre. I also like the fact
that he is encouraging people to respect a"d bui1^"
arts. I hope that other artists will duplicate his efforts of
donating instruments to youth," Dr. Keith Hilton, pro
fessor of communication at Pacific said.
^
l
Marsalis was also a commentator and important con
tributor to Ken Burns' Jazz, this was, a documentary that

pacificanperspectives@uop.edu

made its debut on PBS in 2001.

How to Contact Us
The Pacifican is located in the courtyard of I
South/West Hall.
Main Phone: (209) 946-2115
Fax: (209) 946-2195
Advertising: (209) 946-2114
News: (209) 946-2062
pacificannews@uop.edu

Lifestyles: (209) 946-2255
pacificanlifestyles@uop.edu

Sports: (209) 946-2193
pacificansports@uop.edu

Mail: 3601 Pacific Ave.
Stockton, CA 95211

| TRICK-OR-TREAT: Senior Samuel Baumer shows off his
Halloween spirit, wearing this Jack-o-lantern T-shirt.

,

,

To experience what Marsalis is truly about, purchase
your ticketat the Faye Spanos box office before they seH
out. General admission is $30 and Pacific students with
a valid I.D. are $15.

Iff
www..thepiifi

"

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES AVAll-^1
Earn Cash Now!
No Experience Necessary
Apply In Person (21 and Over Only)
Dim V« 470/; West Lane _

Infidelity not acceptable

Ij forgiving Kobe eaoier than the average Joe?
our society and are exactly
those who abuse their status
Lifestyles Editor
and end up disrespecting
Infidelity is one of those themselves and their loved
words that makes me cringe. ones. Their acts of infidelities
It is a concept that I just do permanently effect society's
not understand, but am, un tolerance of unfaithful and
fortunately, very well aware immoral behavior.
Assistant Professor of
of due to the continuously
English
and Film Studies
declining moral society we
and
Director
of Pacific's Hu
live in.
Infidelity has been the fo- manities Center, Dr. Court
ney Lehmann
said, "It goes
hand in hand
with power.
People
buy
into their own
delusions of
sexual prow
ess and when
given the op
portunity to
act on them,
they do."
While
I
am
aware
that
adul
tery
among
celebrities,
politicians,
and athletes
is something
geocities.com
that has al
ways
been
UNFAITHFUL: Basketball superstar, Kobe Bry
ant, admitted to committing adultery with an
present (which
employee at a spa resort in Colorado where
does not make
he was staying this past June, after having
it
right), the
knee surgery.
reaction
of
today's society
cus of mainstream media in
recent years; such as when has been surprisingly accept
our own past-President Bill ing and forgiving to these
Clinton engaged in sexual adulterers.
Junior Robert Foote-Jones
relations with a Whitehouse
said,
"The public gives more
intern and now basketball
superstar, Kobe Bryant adds leeway to celebrities."
My concern is that women
to the list by admitting to
like
Hilary Clinton and Van
having sex with a 19-year
old girl who worked at a spa essa Laine Bryant, who stand
alongside their spouses are
resort.
embedding
the idea that
Men like Clinton and
Bryant are role models in adultery is tolerated. Many-

By Georgette Rodarakis

s

argue that Hilary stayed by
her husband for political
reasons; does that make it
anymore justifiable for her
than it does Vanessa, Kobe's
wife, to stick by her man
for reasons such as for their
child sake or perhaps for
pure love?
Please note that I do sym
pathize with these ladies be
cause they were forced into
a situation because of the
stupid acts of their spouses.
They are technically do
ing the Christian thing, the
"right" thing by forgiving
them...right?
Many people who I have
discussed the issue with at
tack me with the same sar
castic question, "Would you
leave Kobe if he did that to
you?" As if I was going to
say I wouldn't because he is
a wealthy athlete.
These statements rein
force the sad idealism that
our society relates to hap
piness. I would not want to
be married to someone who
had disrespected me in the
most wretched way. People
who are fogged with the idea
that money buys happiness
are even more pathetic than
those who are committing
the act.
Senior Carrie Davis said,
"It's disgusting; when it hap
pened with Clinton and now
with Kobe. Sexual relations
outside of a marriage is not
acceptable. It's a mockery of
the institution of marriage."
Adultery is a selfish, de
ceptive act that displays loss
of self-control. Adultery is in
no way acceptable, not for
celebrities or for ordinary
folk; it's that simple.

g P I T O B ' S

T H O U 6 H

RBMBmBQ TO SH/3*

IT HKf A
PICTURE TMI5
me*euv!

47 YEARS of QUALITY
"Manny's*
M

ON THE MIRACLE M!L£

Products or
opportunities.
You control your

Megan 209.932.747
or 831.588.0350
www.youravon.com/ca t l~i -

831.345.2924

Gourmet Hamburgers
All Natural Beef
Breast of Chicken Sandwich
Carved from the Bone

House Rotisserie Chicken
with Fresh Herbs

Barbequed Beef Sandwich

from oar Wood Burning Oven

Breast of Turkey Sandwich
Rotisserie Roasted

BIT

Hand-cut Apple Smoked
Bacon

Always Fresh Front the Sea
Fish-N-Gujps
Oysters-N-Chips
Fish Sandwich
AM served with coleslaw

Freshly Steamed Artichokes
Fresh Lemonade
Serving all natural beef & pork
Apple Smoked Bacon, Hot
Dogs, Ham, Roast Beef

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415

ATM, VIM, Discover &MusterQrd

independent AVON sal«
sentatives
HOLIDAY CINEMA'
6262 WEST LANE,
STOCKTON, C A
(209) 955-5680

FRIDAY ONLY: (10 5

SCARY MOVIE 3- PG**N0 PASSES**
SHOWING ON TVVC
SCREENS
FRI: (11:00,11:50, 1:10 Z
3:25,4:50, 5:45) 7:25, S
9:35,10:10
RADIO- PG13 ** MO p
ES**
FRI: (10:50,1:30, 4:15) 7
9:55
THE TEXAS CHAINS.-

MASSACRE- R
FRI: (11:45,2:15,4:40) 7:305
RUNAWAY JURY- PG
FRI: (12:30,3:40) 7:05 ,9:
MYSTIC RIVER- R
FRI: (12:15,3:30) 7:00,1
SCHOOL OF ROCK- PC
FRI: (11:10,1:45,4:20) 7:15
UNDERWOLRD- R
FRI: (11:15,2:00, 4:45) 1
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Horrible Scary Movie Horror's
best films
and even those were few and far
between.
Movie Critic
With the change of writers, we
GengisKv-AIM screenname
trade in the dick and fart jokes for
This film marks the third installment an excessive amount of slapstick. So,
in the Scary Movie series, and what sets instead of seeing scantily clad wom
it apart from the other two is that the en being chased around by stoned
Wayan Brothers did not participate in killers, we are treated to such heartwriting the script. Instead, they are re- warming scenes like the attempted
placed by Kevin Smith {Dogma, Clerks, resuscitation of a corpse with electrical wires. One
Mallrats) and
strange
thing
David Zucker
is how many
(Naked
Gun
cameos there are
series.) Now,
in this movie.
upon hearing
Everyone
from
that
Kevin
Charlie
Sheen
Smith
was
,to Redman and
involved in
Method
Man,
stead of the
have
speaking
Wayans,
I
It's like
was actually
supposed
excited to see
so starthis movie; I
that
we
expected it to
forget
about
what
be somewhat
we're watching.
decent. Oh,
No matter how
how
sorely
much
you try to
mistaken
I
decorate
some
was. First off,
cow
feces,
may
it
who decided
be
with
flowers
to make this
or maybe even
movie
PGsome wrapping
13?
What
paper, it will still
happened to
be
a piece of cow
the R rating?
SCARY MOVIE: Not worth your $8.50. ^ You know, I
That's one of
have said so many I
the things that
made Scary Movie 1 & 2 tolerable—the negative things about this movie,
over-the-top gratuity. Scary Movie 3 and I really want to say something
without an R rating is like a strip club positive so people don't think I'm a
without the nudity.
total asshole... so...um...the set pieces
The plot starts with the only return- are pretty similar to the ones getting
ing character, Cindy, wanting to find parodied. Ok, that's about it.
out why aliens are trying to take over
A warning to anyone planning
Earth. From that one plot point alone, to see this movie, if you haven t
Zucker tries to put together a some- seen The Ring or any of the other
what coherent parody. For those of films, you will be totally lost (don t
you not familiar with the Scary Movie worry though, you won't be missing
series, they poke fun at horror movies, much.) I wonder, was Scary Movie
action movies, and any pop-culture 2 so good that some movie execs
references you can think of. The story thought they should make another?
is convoluted, loosely attempting to tie I sure as hell know I didn't walk out
in each one of the vignettes with one of it saying "Boy oh boy, that movie
another. One minute we are watching was gee gosh swell, I sure hope
a country white boy rapping in an 8 those hilarious Wayans Brothers
Mile-ish club, and in the next we are keep making comical gems." Why
shown Mother Theresa bobble-head the hell are pointless sequels like
dolls being given out by the president, this put out in the first place? Oh,
Now I don't know about anyone else, that's right, because we keep paying
but when I go to see a funny movie I to see them. Undoubtedly with this
expect it to be funny. I mean, shouldn't film already grossing over $50 mila prerequisite of a comedy be that it's lion, Scary Movie 4 will be inevitable,
funny? Is that a little too much to ask Fight the power; do something usehere? I honestly sat through the en- ful with your $8.50. I feel stupider
tire film staring at the screen blankly, for having watched this movie,
waiting for the muscles on my face to
twitch. But I was left with only blinks,
My Grade: D
RyMikevVu

With Halloween around the corner I know, that everyone will hope
fully be renting some scary movies to liven up their evening. Since I
have a special place in my heart for the genre, I have made a list, in no
particular order, of some of my favorite horror flicks.
1. Halloween 1 & 2
These movies are horror landmarks in so many different ways. They
should be viewed as one long movie so you can enjoy Michael Meyers
(not Austin Power's Meyers) in all his glory. That closet scene from the
J
first Halloween is still frightening today.
2. Texas Chainsaw Massacre
I think this is one of the scariest movies ever made, although many
modern day horror fans probably will not appreciate it for its lack of
graphic gore. The shaky filming gives it a documentary-like feeling,
and the campy yet realistic feeling of the setting becomes quite unset
tling at times.
3. The Shining
A masterpiece in horror film making, it chronicles how the young
Jack Nicholson gives into his own madness. The pacing of the film will
undoubtedly bore many people, but it is this deliberate pacing that
drives much of the terror. Redrum, Redrum!
4. Silence of the Lambs
An Academy Award winning (like that really means anything today)
horror/thriller about a transvestite serial killer named Buffalo Bill. Ter
rific movie, great cast, and some scares to keep your appetite whetted.
Just don't use that fava beans line, its overused and you'll just look
silly.
5. The Thing
. ,
Imagine being stuck in the Antarctic with a group of your friends.
Now imagine if you didn't know which one of them was an alien. A
psychological horror film that plays off trust and extreme paranoia.
Another John Carpenter film that is a must on my list.
6.Alien
,
. , ,
Manv people argue that Aliens, the sequel is the superior movie; but
Alien is much more terrifying. This movie has been re-released in t eatres, so go check it out it in full surround sound goodness. I bet you
never look at stomach aches the same way again.
7. Deliverance
Not a conventional horror movie by any means, but I guarantee vou
it will scare you more than any of the garbage that is out today. Another
film with a documentary feel to it, Deliverance will scare the bejesus ou
of you. Be wary of those rednecks and Banjos.
8. Psycho (1960)
, ,.
Many say this is Hitchcock's best film while I may not agree with this,
I think Psycho is one of his scariest. The fear you get from watching ol
Norman Bates is not a jump out of your seat fear, but it is a tear that will
leave you paranoid and claustrophobic. Kind of like listening to Avnl
Lavigne.
9. From Dusk Til Dawn
This movie shouldn't really be on the list since it s not really a horror
movie. Unless you mean horribly funny! Whooo! Sometimes I just kill
myself. Anyway, watch this if you are in the mood for a gory, funny, and
highly entertaining film written by Quentin Tarantino.
10. From Justin to Kelly, Gigli, Grease 2, and
Leprechaun: Back 2 tha Hood
,
For the combined five of you that saw these movies, you know tha
these are the scariest movies that you will ever see m your entire litetime. Therapy not included.
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OnVe Thru Espresso

SAN
CR1LL
O P E N F O R BREAKFAST

Featured in Sunset Magazine
• Rotisserie Chicken

•
•
•
•
•

with fresh rosemary & thyme

Famous Fresh Fish Tacos^
World's First Oyster Burrito
Grilled Garlic Prawns
Veggie Saute
Steamed Artichokes

Vie use free range beef and pork all natural
100% grass and grain fed!

Experience the Taste!

TACO BARS • CATERING • PATIO Dl
PHONE ORDERS

460 1 Pacific Ave. •

(

) J

QUESTION
OF
THE
WEEK
What are you going to be for
Halloween.

"I am going to put on a
dress shirt and slacks and
wear devil horns. I m going
to be a corporate Devil.
Freshman Ted Gallagher

"I'm going
to be a mutilated corpse.
It's basically this costume."
Freshman Tarren Corbett

one block sooth of March Lane

"Well...I'm dressing up as
a woman skilled in the art
of love. Known as a "wsal"
in Texas.
Freshman "Dallas"
"I'm going to be Mr.
Michael Jackson."
Sophomore Savon Vy.

i

"Spo ng
Bob. It was a hit last year so
I decided to dress the same
this year."
Senior Nick Peruzzaro

ii I1C
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HAVE A FUN AND S5APE
HALLOWEEN THIS- YEAQf
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Pacific tiger men arfawomen sport briefs
UCLA 3-2 (21-25, 25-16, 2523,17-25,15-11).
In the second match
MEN'S TENNIS
against host of the tournaPacific sophomores, Lenn- ment University of Calgary
-ij A rnar Qip-nrdsPacific took the second and
son each suffered three-set fourth set to defeat Calgary
3-2(21-25,25-22,23-25,19-25,

The Pacifican

in the MPSF and
5-13 overall after
their loss to UC
Irvine last Sundayathome
This is 1 acit
ic's fourth loss
in a row, while
UC Irvine
breaks
their threegame los
ing skid,
picking up
their first
MPSF win,
JS1
1-2 on the
:
year, while
iilllK
overall
they move
to 9-11.
UNMODEST SUPPORT: Members of the Men's
M e n ' s the Women's Volleyball team
waterpolo
HOCKEY
will have a chance to
themselves
redeem
The Pacific field hockey
on Saturday at Noon team crushed Cal Poly, 5-0,
against Pepperdine.
last Sunday with freshman

Waterpolo team show s u p p c

winner just four minutes in
the match.
The tigers also lost tc
Santa Barabara last Fr:
2-0.

The Tigers will play
Marissa Atilano, Vianney
State
Northridge in r
Campos and Audrey Har
rnorograpn Dy kbdbccu juhoj
final
game
of the Big V
rington leading the Tigers to
SPIRIT: Two avid Pacific Tiger fans chill with the Powercat to show their
The Pacific men's victory with four goals and Conference regular sea
orange and black pride at the women's volleyball game last Saturday.
soccer team finished
on Sunday, Nov. 2 at NTo:
two assists.
off their season with
See these girls in action
an advance over UCLA again this Saturday as they
of 16 at the ITA Regionals on 20-18).
SOFTBALL
In the semifinal match, the 3-1 last Saturday, but fell to face Stanford in the regular
Friday, Oct. 24, at The Home
UC
San
Diego
2-0
after
los
Tigers played their third fiveseason finale at 1 p.m.
Depot Center.
ing two men to red cards
The Pacific softball alu
With the losses, both Ti game match, losing to West
game
has been resched
gers were eliminated from ern (17-25,
from
Saturday,
Oct. 25
singles competition at the 25-22, 20-25,
Saturday,
Jan.
31,
2004.
W
O
M

25-23,15-21).
tournament.
EN'S
SOC
For
the
Sigurdsson suffered a 6-7,
CER
6-4, 6-1 loss to Tobias Clem third-straight
WOMEN'S TENNIS
match,
the
ens of UCLA.
P
a
c
i
f
i
c
Clemens, the tournament's Tigers were
Junior Katharina Heil
Women's
top seed, is currently ranked led by junior,
defeated
in the singles re
Soccer
fell
No. 3 in the nation in the ITA Nils Daubers
of
32
on
the
second day c:
to
4-11-2,
3singles rankings. Maack fell who finished
tion
at
the
ITA
Regionals
on
the
4-1
match
to Pepperdine's Scott Do- the
Saturday.
season to
with 23 kills,
erner 7-5, 2-6, 6-3.
Heil fell to Camille Par I
No. 22 Cal
Pacific wraps up the fall 18 digs and
in
three sets (6-4, 3-6,
I
Poly last
portion of its 2003-04 sched a pair of ser
ending
the
Tigers
play
ir
•
Sunday.
ule at the Cal Poly Invita vice aces.
E v e n main singles draw.
In the gold
tional Nov. 14-16, at San Luis
though ju
medal match,
Obispo, Calif.
VOLLI
WOMEN'S
nior Sadye
Trinity West
BALL
Reish led
ern defeated
MEN'S VOLLEYBALL
Photograph Dy NrisTen ness
the tigers
UCLA
3-0
The Pacific Tigers v
with three
The men's volleyball team (31-29, 25-22, TOUGH BREAK: Long Beach did all they could to get a shot in
en's
volleyball team fe.
against the Pacific men's waterpolo team last Saturday.
shots and
brought home a bronze med 27-25).
11-8
on
the season and 6-5
freshman
al after their triumph at the
the
Big
West
Conference
17th Husky Dino Cup last
and continuing to play two Laura Guerin produced five
a
3-0
loss
to
Long
Beach r
men short.
saves on 14 shots while
weekend, finishing the tour
last
Saturday
(30-21,
5
The Tigers have a hopeful her counterpart also had five
nament in third place with a
outlook on next season with saves on 10 shots—it was not 30-20).
record of 2-2.
Women's Volleyball
enough to prevail over the
To obtain the bronze med
MEN'S WATERPOLO
-q Ley-players returning.
play again on Saturaa
Mustangs.
al match, the Tigers played
UC Santa Barbara's turi
The
Pacific
men's
water
Cal
Poly
netted
the
gameFIELD
three games.
WOMEN'S
polo
team
fell
to
a
0-5
record
First the Tigers fell to
MEN'S SOCCER

K
I
tf
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serving Pacific for V3 Years

College Rankings
jmen's Soccer

Conference
WL T
5 0 2
4 12
4 2 1

I Poly
State
! Riverside

4
3
3
2
2

jng Beach St
! Santa Bar
ic
' Irvine
Fullerton"
5U Northridge

2
2
4
1
4
6
7

0
2

0
0

Overall
s . W L T
14 1 2
10 5 2
10 5 3
8
8
4
8
8
3
3

11
10
9
7
3
3

:

7
5
11
3
7
10
11

0
4
2
5
2
4
3

Pet.
.862
.647
.639
.533
.586
.294
.656
.529
.294
.265

Women's Volleyball

F
:
1
'
UC Santa Bar
CSU Northridge
UC Irvine
Long Beach St.
Pacific
Utah State
Idaho
Cal Poly
UC Riverside
CSU Fullerton

Conference
W L P e t
9 2 .818
8 3 .727
7 4 .638
7 4 .638
6 5
.646
5 5 .500
4 6 .400
4 7 .364
3 8 .273
1 10 .091

Women's Field Hockey

Conference
L Pet.
W
0 1.000
California
6
1 .800
Davidson
4
2 .600
A p p a l a c h i a nS t 3
3 .500
3
Radford
2 .500
Stanford
2
3 .400
2
5 .167
1
St Louis
5 .000
SMS
0

*

.

L
6
6
7
6
8
8
8
10
14
16

Pet.
.684
.667
.696
.667
.579
.619
.600
.546
.364
.304

Overall
W
L
3
9
9
8
7
10
11
7
10
4
6
7
13
2
12
4

Pet.
.714
.471
.588
.389
.286
.538
.133
.250

W
13
12
16
12
11
13
12
12
8
7

r\ng

writing hy Tacifc Women's Soccer
pfayer, 'Maggie Barsotti.
Being on tfie Tacifc soccer team Has Seen an
unexpfainabfe experience. 'As a junior, 0 Have
Had so many memoraHfe moments HotH on and
off the fie fd that 1 will cherish forever.
1 Have played soccer ad off my fife and as a
result, competition Has afways been an integraf
part of my fife as wed. 0 am oriainadyfrom Tortfand, Ore. and Have
p fayed on a wide variety of different teams from that area. Some of
these teams Have been very smiled and others Had fess than winning
records. Tfo matter the overaff feveb of tafent off these teams Hack Home,
none of them Have given me the unforgettable experiences and fife fessons thatpfaying on the team at Tacifc Has.
'the team here is made of the Highest caliber Human beings that aff
share the same love for soccer that 1 do.
_I
With our season coming to a cfose, it is safe to say it Has been another
((roder coaster" of a season. On some games we were absofutefy unstoppabfe, and in others, wep fayed befow our potential which was reffected
by the resuft.
~
(Despite our record at the end of the season, this Has been one of the
most enjoyabfe seasons 0've had here at Tacific.
0'dmiss you seniors!

Intramural Rag Football Playoff Results:
Courtesy of Pacific Recreation

Men's Water Polo

Previous Rank Total Pts.
Rank
98
2
USC
1
96
Cal
2
90
4
Stanford
3
87
3
Pepperdine
4
81
UCLA
5
76
6
UC San Diego
6
70
Long Beach State
7
65
8
UC Irvine
8
mMHHBMII
5
UC Santa Barbara
9
56
10
Loyola Marymount 10
45
13
Navy
11T
45
11
Princeton
11T
44
12
St Francis College 13
31
14
Pacific
14T
18
25
BYU Hawaii
141
18
15
UC Davis
16
16
17
Santa Clara
17
9
16
Air Force
18
19
6
California Baptist 19
NR
Queens
20
Mm

I

Ill III 1 1 I I

MA: PHgb

dof. FMd of D

MB: Tmuii
MO

tmuvm (27-18)

UC dof. Sigma Chi B (M-«)

Sigma CM C dof. Wa Rock (19-8)

CO: TH Dott/Haahan dof. JBC I <25-4

W: Joraoy Prlda dof. Alpha PM (32-0)

>38
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Women's Volleyball spirts conference home game
Ryan Hundley
Staff Writer

I "

rK<
K-I

I

8

la

It was another up-anddown weekend for the Tigers
Women's Vollyball Team as
they swept UC Irvine and
were swept by Long Beach
State.
On Thursday, the Tigers
faced a difficult task in Irvine
who came into the game tied
for first in the Big West Con
ference.
The Tigers, however, an
swered the call by sweeping
the Anteaters 30-26,. 32-30,
30-27.
Game one was anything
but easy for the Tigers as
they started down 10-8.
But, Pacific quickly rallied
by taking the next eight of 11
points.
Led by great serving from
Sarah Vinall and six kills

from Stevie Mussie, the Ti
gers ended with 18 kills for
the game, 14 of which were
assisted by Hayley Ander
son.
The second game was
played even tighter with 16
ties and 10 lead changes.
A late Irvine error gave the
Tigers the lead which they
did not give back.
In game three, Pacific
looked to be in trouble trail
ing 25-22, but came roaring
back late in the game thanks
to a combined five kills from
Jennifer Joines and Joanna
Rentz.
The team was led by Joines
with 19 kills in the match and
out hit Irvine .303 to .258 for
the match.
On Saturday, the Tigers
had a much harder time with
the Long Beach State 49ers
losing in three games 30-21,

:

V -

35-33,30-20.
Game one started
poorly and ended the
same way as Pacific
found itself trailing
early 6-4.
The second game
started just as bad as
the first, but the Tigers
found a way out when
the team ran off six con
secutive points.
The team held a lead
through much of the
game and got within
one point of a victory.
However,
this
time,the 49ers came
back to tie the game
29-29.
Long Beach took
game two and the mo
mentum for game three
with back to back kills.
On the match, not a single
Tiger was in to doubledigits for kills. Hie team
encountered much trouble
in passing and executing its
transition offeree. With the
win against Irvine and loss
to Long Beach, the Tigers are
now 11-8 overall and 6-5 in
the Big West
Pacific must now. think
forward to its upcoming
road games against Cal Poly
and conference leading UC
Santa Barbra.
- "We need to come together
as a team," commented Vi
nall. "We are a good team,
we just need to put it all
together."

Photograph by Rebecca Jones

SPIKE: Pacific warms up before their game.

m

i'acitic
TODAY

'

W

I

V

Men's
Golf at
Long Beach
State Uni
versity

games

FRIDAY

ror

me

BIM

Women's Volleyball
at Cal Poly at 7 p.m.
Men's Golf at Long
Beach State Univer
sity

Women's Tennis hosting the Pacific Invito
tional all day
Men's Water Polo vs. Peppcrdine at 12p.m.
Field Hockey vs. Stanford at 1 p.m.

Men's Swimming at
Big West Shootout
Women's Swim
ming at Big West
Shootout

Women's Cross Country Meet at Big West
;; Meit:.
Men's Swimming at Big Wcsl Shootout

Women's Volleyball at UCSB at 7p.m.

Women's Swimming at Big West Shootout

weejist:

SUNDAY

MONDAY

Women's Tennis
hosting the Pacific
Invitational all
day
Women's Soccer
vs. CSU Northridge at 12p.m.
Men's Water
Polo at California

Men's Golf
at The Pres
tige all day

,

.

• .

1 11111

I <?ino Pacific tor 95 Years
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NFL week 9: Chiefs cfe NFL's best team at 8-0
Jummst
Indianapolis at Miamie Colts improved to 6-1
beating the Texans last
eek. Edgerrin Jamesstarted
: the first time in a month
injuring his back, and

overtime.
The Cardinals
and 49ers missed a total of
six field goals combined, and
49ers kicker Owen Pochman
was cut right after the game.
The 49ers fell to 2-5. Plain
and simple, they arenft play
ing good football right now.
The Rams have won four

in the opener. Brett Favre
has a hairline fracture in his
thumb, and is sitting out
practice this week. That,
plus Favre's record in domes
makes me lean toward the
VIKINGS
New Orleans at Tampa
Bay- The Bucs defense came

I

TIGHT TITANS: Eddie George rushed for 2 TD's in the Titans'
30-17 win over the Jaguars

CHIEFS HAVE A POW-WOW: Kansas City Chiefs have remained with an undefeated 8-0 record.

had over 100 yards. The straight games and are 5-2 up big last week, throwing
Colts are really looking like on the year. Their offense is a 16-0 shutout against the
a contender in the AFC. The back on track as Marc Bulger Cowboys. They looked like
Dolphins beat the Chargers has become one of the most the defense that won a super
on Monday night in Arizona consistent QBs in the league. bowl last year, while the of
(they played there because of RAMS
fense scored enough points
the SoCal fires). Brian Griese
Green Bay at Minne to win. The Saints lost a close
looked good filling in for Jay sota- The Vikings let their game to the Panthers in over
Fiedler, but the Charger de unbeaten record slip away time 23-20. The Giants fell to
fense will do that. The Colts against the Giants, falling 3-5, and haven't been able to
are a better defensive team to 6-1. Randy Moss had close out games. The Bucs
and should be able to outgun another huge game but it are tough at home and the
the Dolphin offense. COLTS
wasn't enough this week. Saints have problems with
St.Louis at San Francisco- Green Bay had a bye week good defenses. BUCS
The 49ers were stunned on and want to beat the Vikings
Pittsburgh at Seattle- The
Sunday by the Cardinals in after losing to them at home Steelers have had their worst

start in 15 years after losing
to the Rams last week, fall
ing to 2-5. They have had
their chances to win close
games, but maybe starting
Jerome Bettis was the wrong
decision. He's a goal-line
running back now, no longer
an every down back. The
Seahawks lost to the Ben
gals last week, and are 5-2.
Its never good to lose to the
Bengals, but they actually
look like an NFL team this
year. I like the Steelers in an
upset. STEELERS
Carolina at HoustonThe Panthers improved to
6-1 with their 3rd overtime
win of the season, beating
the Saints 23-20. Stephen
Davis bounced back after a
bad week for over 170 yards
rushing. Houston lost start
ing QB David Carr last week
and backup Tony Banks is
starting. Carolina's defense
should make it tough on the
Texans offense, although RB
Dominick Davis is now a
premier running back. PAN
THERS
N.Y. Giants at N.Y. JetsThe battle of New York isn't
a spectacular matchup, but at
least the rivalry will make it
intriguing. The Giants were
able to beat the previously
undefeated Vikings, improv
ing to 3-4. The Jets, mean
while, will have QB Chad
Pennington starting for the
first time this year after miss
ing the first 8 weeks with
a hand injury. Pennington
was the NFLfs highest rated
passer last year and should
greatly improve the Jets of

fense and the team overall.
JETS
Washington at DallasThe Cowboys were brought
back down to earth after hav
ing their five game winning
streak snapped at Tampa
Bay. Their defense kept them
in it, but the Bucs D was just
too much. The Redskins had
a bye week and have lost 3
straight games. The Cow
boys defense should over
whelm young QB Patrick
Ramsey, and Parcells will
definitely have them ready
to play after an embarrassing
defeat. COWBOYS
New England at Den
ver- The Patriots have won
a snoozer last week over the
Browns, 9-3. It wasn't pretty,
but it was their 4th straight
win and now have a 6-2 re
cord in first place. Denver
was only able to manage 6
points in their loss against
the Ravens last week. Until
Jake Plummer comes back
from injury, it will be tough
for the Broncos to win with
Danny Kanell. PATRIOTS
Oakland at Detroit- The
Raiders had a bye last week,
and found out that QB Rich
Gannon will be out 2-3
weeks.
Backup Marques
Tuiasosopo will start for the
Raiders, which could be a
blessing in disguise for them
after a terrible 2-5 start to the
season. The Lions have been
the worst team in the league
the last couple weeks, with
the offense only scoring 16
points in those weeks. If
the Raiders could ever use
an easy win, it's this week.

www. thepacifi^^H
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Riding the Pine I Field Hockey's last home start

„
n„L
rivht now with this Stanford's Astro
turf,
$
ment
AstrotcJ
^
mpnt right
ericks have added to their By Krystine Onqbonqan
record. Coach Linda Mac- the balls can mo
v^e-. j,
dangerous lineup by acquir S t a f f W r i t e r
Donald said that "With of 70mph and at>o £
«
Sports Editor
ing Antoine Walker, Tony
everyone playing together also a wide y no
^,-,5^
This Saturday will be the
Watch out Sacramento Delk, and Antawn Jamison.
well I definitely think we it is an easier *
^
• the
" ""
•
'
from
grass
to
Astro
Kings fans, your window of In which the latter two last home game of the season could make it into
NCAA
opportunity is closing fast. have accounted for 50 point for the Pacific field hockey Regional Tournament. The from Astroturf to gi"aS ^
« rq
While the Maloof brothers games respectively, therefore team. This will be more than team is finally realizing how because of this fact
just
a
game,
it
will
be
an
aNo
erasing
any
doubt
in
regards
past few years the
spent $68 million on Brad
good they are."
event.
For
the
five
seniors
on
to
their
explosiveness.
Say
d
Miller, a mediocre center
Saturday will definitely team has come out
that came via free agency what you want about their the team, this game signals offer the challenge that these prior to their competition,
performance the end of an era. They have
from the weak Eastern Con lackluster
seniors have been waiting that they may get some tir
been
excited
for,
while
also
on
defense,
the
Mavericks
ference, they let go of two
for. With home turf advan with the grass.
Come out this Fnda} at
critical bench players in Scott could possibly average over dreading this day for years.
tage, the Tigers are ready to
The
hockey
team
will
face
120
points
per
game.
Even
00pm
on Brookside to
Pollard and Hedo Turkoglu,
hang the Cardinal out to dry.
NorPac
opponent,
the
Stan
though
they
may
not
be
able
with Turkoglu being sent to
oe very interesting to
lu the Cardinal try to figp-1
It will be
ford
Cardinal,
for
the
second
to
hold
their
opponents
to
the defending champion San
see whether the Tigers can how to play on grass.
v
Antonio Spurs. Also, keep 100 points per game, the fact time this season. Pacific has overcome the faults that led pass by the game, please »
in mind that the Kings will that their competition can't not beaten Stanford in years to their loss the last time the free to heckle at them This competition will
be without Chris Webber limit the Mavericks scoring so this Saturday presents a two teams met. According
for about 25 games, most in output as well, creates a large perfect opportunity to make to MacDonald, "The first sure be a nail biter, na
of the weaknesses
oi t
part due to injury with the problem to the entire league, history.
It has been said that this time we played Stanford, we Pacific field hockey
te£
rest coming from a league specifically the Kings.
And don't rule out the senior class contained some didn't play as a team. I have have become some of th
suspension for his fib to the
to say that was our weakest
strengths, as MacEfon,
federal grand jury. As the defending champion San of the best recruits that year game all season."
rest of the Western Confer Antonio Spurs yet either. in California and by the looks
The real advantage to play put it "Strengths wouJd
:
ence powerhouses beefed The reigning MVP Tim Dun of the other teams in this big ing
^ at home for the Tigers
^
is scoring threats, speed
up their lineup with key can will continue his finesse state, there is truth to that. the actual physical field that quickness on the fonfree- agent acquisitions, the play and lead the Spurs back Both Heather Kottmeier they play on. The Pacific line and the ability to kt
Kings sat contently hoping to into the playoffs. Despite not and Cameron Kato brought Field Hockey team is one of moving fresh legs in a
rely upon the leadership of being able to posts as many their respected high school only two teams in the nation out of the forward lixatr
guard Mike Bibby. Wishful points as the Mavericks, or teams to section champion that play on a natural grass play as a team and ha\ .
thinking might just be what present such a star-studded ships. Jenny Hogan, Gina field; all of the other field ally improved our pas-:
Alex Fiorina
also
badler, and Aiex
norma aiso
y
., . ,
ruins the Kings' chances for a lineup as the Lakers, the Sadler,
all had very successful high hockey teams have switched Things are a little more s:
Spurs
bring
fundamentals
championship once again.
:
•>
, ., °
wel
to artificial turf
turf curfarpc;
surfaces curb
such on defense as well/'
The Kings' fiercest rival, back into the dunk domi school careers. All of them as Astroturf.
Prior to the game, r
the Los Angeles Lakers will nated NBA, and give a clear have proven they belong at
The ball typically responds will be a ceremony for :
be starting four future hall- definition of teamwork to the NCAA level, and have at a slower rate to grass than graduating seniors,
of-famers, with upcoming an era concerned with indi shown that they can com to Astroturf, so teams usu gratulations for four sues
pete with former national
prospects such as Kareem vidual statistics.
ful years on the Pacific F
champions. They have also ally have to make adjust
The
Kings
this
year
will
Rush and Luke Walton lying
ments to their game. The Hockey Team and good I.
in wait on the bench. And be without one of the most contributed to the best record benefit of this arrangement in your future endeavors
despite the allegations loom critical aspects of the game that the field hockey team is that the last time these two
ing over Kobe Bryant, he will that is being overlooked, a has had since 1989.
There is so much excite- teams met, they played on
be playing with a purpose quality bench. Bobby Jack
this year and might even add son still remains, and plays
a few more tattoos of his wife a significant role in coming
Vanessa while he's at it. The off the bench, the loss of
less mobile Vlade Divac and Turkoglu will come back to
Brad Miller will find it hard haunt them. But no matter
to defend against the triangle what the Kings have lost,
offense and a quicker, more they will not be without the
physical Laker team. And best sixth man in the entire
Arco
even though in years past, league, their fans.
Arena
presents
the
best
the Lakers found themselves
home
court
advantage
in
the
struggling to defend the duo
NBA
simply
because
of
the
of Doug Christy and Bibby,
enthusiasm
the
crowd
brings
the problem should be al
leviated with help coming to every home game. Will the
in the form of Gary Payton. cheers from the Kings faith
Sadly to say, the edge has to ful be enough to help them
overcome other Western
be given to the Lakers.
Even stronger competition Conference elites and propel
comes from Mark Cuban and them back into first place,
his highly potent offense will remain to be seen. But
of the Dallas Mavericks. the chance for a champion
Art Already loaded with Dirk ship in Sacramento seems to
Nowitzki, Michael Finely, sadly be narrowing.
and Steve Nash, the Mav

By Kristen Rocho

®

Athlete of the Week

Name: Brian Zodrov

Sport: Volleyball
Year: Junior

Zodrow had 55 kills in 4 games and received 2
player of the game titles during the 17th
nual Husky Dino Cup this past weekend.

